
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Aerial Tram  

Travel from the Pacific halfway to the Atlantic, & board a Swiss-built                 
"ski-lift-style" (aerial gondola) tram through the canopy of the forest. At the 
top of the hill, we'll walk up a spiral-winding (mildly inclined, wheelchair-
accessed) ramp to the Observation Tower. Here we can view part of Gaillard 
Cut, the Chagres River, the Canal's watershed & the town of Gamboa. 
 
 



   Tour Highlights: 
Live a priceless journey as we glide near the canopy of the Tropical Rainforest on a 6-passenger                                  

Swiss-built gondola. As we climb close to 300 feet, we’re able to see multi-colored shades of the trees, hear how 

the jungle “speaks” to us, smell the “green emissions” … & thus witness all of Nature’s senses. Flora & fauna at its 
best. Upon descending from the gondola, walk up 100 ft. above ground on a spiraled staircase, reaching an 

Observation Tower allowing us unrestricted, 360-degree view of the area.  
 

We will also visit various Exhibits where fish, reptiles, & butterflies are displayed. Additionally, a very unique Orchid 

Farm shows many of the numerous species nestled in this priceless ambiance.  

 
   Includes: 

 Transfer (Hotel / Rainforest  location / Hotel). This drive is 50 minutes each way. PBA’s Driver will take you to the 

Rainforest Tram/Exhibits Tour, wait for you there, & bring you back to your Hotel. 

 The Aerial Tram ride, & Exhibits Tour Tickets 
 Upon arrival at the Resort’s Check-In Desk, a bilingual Tour Guide conducts the Tram/Exhibits Tour  

 Insect spray 
 Bottled Water 

 

   What to bring: 
 Comfortable clothes, appropriate footwear, cap, sunglasses, sun tan lotion, camera  

           (fully-charged, & lots of memory space), cash (in small denominations for the purchase of souvenirs). 

 
   Important Tour Information: 

 A Tour Guide conducts the tour 
 Children under 9 must be accompanied by an adult 

 PBA Holding Group (“PBA”) is not responsible for any items left in vehicles, aerial gondola, & facilities,  
or during the tour 

 Rain jacket in our MAY-DEC rainy season 

 Major credit cards accepted (AMEX, Visa/Master Card) 
 Tour Guide gratuity is not included in the tour price (15 – 20 % recommended) 
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